How to redeem presented offers
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How to Redeem
GoPlaySave Offers
1
Customers show you the offer
they’ve chosen.
2
Have the customer click the
“Redeem Offer” button.
3
Customer verifies that you are
ready to give discount.
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Apply the discount. If there is a
coupon code (4b), bar code (4c)
or QR code (4d) enter it into your
system or scan.
If no code (4a), simply apply the
discount.
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Successful redemption! Coupon has
been succesfully redeemed when
the screen turns orange. Verify date
and time stamp below offer and the
logo is moving. This coupon is no
longer available for the customer.

FAQs
Does everyone have access to mobile coupons?
No. Only individuals who have purchased a mobile
subscription.

What about customers who don’t buy the mobile book?
They can still find you with the “around me” feature, view
your offers, and get directions.

How can I verify coupon Redemption?
Log on to our website (login and password will be emailed to
you) wher you can verify redemptions.

Questions? Contact Us
Ryan & Holly Armstrong
info@GoPlaySaveTriangle.com
919-332-4141

6
Visit GoPlaySaveTriangle.com
and log in to review all mobile
redemptions.
*These screens are only present after the purchase
of a mobile book! If you don’t see a “Redeem Offer”
button & coupons are grayed out - the customer either
hasn’t purchased a mobile book or hasn’t logged in.
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How to Redeem
GoPlaySave Offers
1
Customers show you the offer
they’ve chosen.
2
Have the customer click the
“Redeem Offer” button.
3
Customer verifies that you are
ready to give discount.
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Apply the discount. If there is a
coupon code (4b), bar code (4c)
or QR code (4d) enter it into your
system or scan.
If no code (4a), simply apply the
discount.
5
Successful redemption! Coupon has
been succesfully redeemed when
the screen turns orange. Verify date
and time stamp below offer and the
logo is moving. This coupon is no
longer available for the customer.

FAQs
Does everyone have access to mobile coupons?
No. Only individuals who have purchased a mobile
subscription.

What about customers who don’t buy the mobile book?
They can still find you with the “around me” feature, view
your offers, and get directions.

How can I verify coupon Redemption?
Log on to our website (login and password will be emailed to
you) wher you can verify redemptions.

Questions? Contact Us
Ryan & Holly Armstrong
info@GoPlaySaveTriangle.com
919-332-4141

6
Visit GoPlaySaveTriangle.com
and log in to review all mobile
redemptions.
*These screens are only present after the purchase
of a mobile book! If you don’t see a “Redeem Offer”
button & coupons are grayed out - the customer either
hasn’t purchased a mobile book or hasn’t logged in.

